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Sembravamo invincibili
Pensavamo di poter camminare sulle nuvole.
Invece ci siamo svegliati seduti per terra, senza avere la certezza di poterci rialzare.
Da un giorno all’altro abbiamo dovuto cambiare i parametri della nostra vita, frenetica, 
superficiale, egoista.
Improvvisamente abbiamo scoperto il valore della salute, della libertà, della riflessione, 
della famiglia e della compagnia, dell’ambiente che ci circonda. Valori che i nostri vecchi 
conoscevano bene e rispettavano.
Questa lezione sarà utile per riappropriarci del nostro tempo smettendo di vivere la 
vita attraverso lo schermo di un arido device ma rialzando lo sguardo verso l’orizzonte, 
osservando con più attenzione tutto quello che ruota intorno a noi.
I figli, le persone care, la Natura, la gioia, la bellezza sono e saranno sempre di più la 
nostra ricchezza.

I want to open our first sustainability report with some words that the Maestro Ermanno 
Olmi wrote to me a few years ago:

“Abbiamo davanti a noi un tempo di nuove responsabilità e di impegni gravosi per 
ritrovare quella via maestra di più giusti e composti equilibri che la Storia ci impone.
Sono convinto che riusciremo a farci interpreti di nuovi ideali di vita più degni del valore 
che l’Umanità si merita”
       Asolo 4 gennaio 2012
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We have identified sustainability as one of the fundamental parameters that contribute to building 
the quality of our products.
Our approach to sustainability includes multiple aspects:

the or igin of  raw mater ials  (the creation of long-term relationships with the producers of 
raw materials, the identification of a fair purchase price, the reduction of intermediaries in the 
supply chain, the preference for local ingredients);

resource management  (monitoring our plant’s energy consumption, investments to improve 
its efficiency, selection of energy from renewable sources);

the choice of  mater ials  (favouring recyclable or regenerated materials, limiting the use of 
plastic);

the value of  people  (no gender pay gap, supporting the training of employees, favouring 
the hiring of young collaborators and facilitating the best possible inclusion for people with 
disabilities).

INTRODUCTION
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Our history begins in 1964 when Giuseppe Gobino, thanks to his experience gained since 1950 
in cocoa refining, joins the business as head of the production. He becomes sole owner in 1980, 
focusing on developing chocolate production. Giuseppe started giving priorities to local products 
such as Giandujotto and Gianduja spread cream. 

In 1985 Guido Gobino join the company and made several changes that will substantially transform 
the world of artisan chocolate producers in Turin. Since then the company has been distinguished 
by choices that combine respect for tradition with the drive towards innovation joint with the 
continuous search for the best raw materials, creativity, taste and passion, with the sole objective 
of producing high-quality chocolate. 

OUR HISTORY
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1950
.
.

1964
.
.

1985
.
.

1995
.
.

1999
.
.

2007
.
.

2008
.

 . 

Giuseppe Gobino starts to work 
in Glamis’  product ion plant

Giuseppe Gobino
becomes head of  product ion at  

Maras in Via Cagl iar i ,  Tur in

Guido Gobino invents the Tourinot ,  
the 5 grams version of  the Giandujotto

The Bottega in Via Lagrange,  Turin,  
opens to the publ ic

For Turin Capital  of  Design,
N’Uovo was created

Guido Gobino joins his father 
and makes a ser ies of  s ignificant 
changes

The Tourinot Maximo was born fol lowing 
the or iginal  Gianduja recipe without mi lk

The Sea Salt  Cremino is  awarded the 
pr ize “Best Pral ine In The World” from 
the Academy of  Chocolate 

SIGNIFICANT DATES
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2010
.
.

2012
.
.

2014
.
.

2017
.
.

2018
.
.

2019
.
.

2020

The Maximo+39 sees the l ight  and i t  is  
tempered by hand

We start  col laborat ing with the
SlowFood Presidia in Chontalpa,  Mexico

We inaugurate
the new roast ing department

The Tourinot N10 is  created

STIK is  born,  the cold version of  our 
chocolate

Guido Gobino è stato nominato 
“Ambasciatore del la nocciola Tonda
genti le del le Langhe nel  mondo” 

In a part icular ly chal lenging year,  we 
have celebrated the 25th birthday of  
Tourinot .  These celebrat ions have been 
highl ighted by the publ icat ion of  the 
book “5 grammi di  fel ic i tà” wri t ten by 
Giuseppe Cul icchia where Guido Gobino 
narrates the story of  our Tourinot which 
is  c lose-knit  with the one of  his  l i fe.  

We start  the worldwide partnership
with Giorgio Armani
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We pride ourselves to produce chocolate starting from the raw material, the cocoa beans; this 
allows us to have complete control of the production chain.

OUR PRODUCTION
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SELECTION  During the year we receive various 
cocoa samples from all over the world. In an equipped 
laboratory, we analyze and taste the samples, in search 
of surprising and extraordinary aromas.

COCOA ROASTING  When we receive the cocoa, first 
of all, we proceed with the mechanical cleaning of the 
beans, which are separated from any extraneous body 
that could be found. The clean beans are passed into a 
roaster which works with hot air. The high temperature 
triggers a series of chemical transformations that break 
down and recompose the molecules, creating a unique 
aromatic profile. We balance time and temperature, for 
each type of cocoa and each harvest year to obtain the 
maximum enhancement of the aromatic potential of 
each specific origin. A quick de-bacterization in a steam-
saturated chamber eliminates any microbial activity still 
present on the beans. The entire roasting system was 
designed with the support of the Faculty of Agriculture 
of the University of Turin.

REFINING  The cocoa mass thus obtained is mixed 
with the other ingredients to become chocolate: sugar 
and cocoa butter for the dark chocolate; powdered milk 
for chocolate with milk; hazelnut paste for the Gianduja; 
in the case of white chocolate the cocoa mass is not 
present, but cocoa butter and sugar are mixed together
and powdered milk. Refining is therefore carried out 
of the mixture of ingredients in 3 or 5 cylinder refining 
machines.

Bean Selection and Cleaning

Toasting

Sterilization

Breaking

Refining
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CONCHING  the refined powder is then subjected 
to high temperatures and continuous mixing in order 
to reduce the humidity present, eliminate unwanted 
aromas, enhance the favourable ones and obtain a 
perfect emulsion of the ingredients. 

MOLDING  the chocolate is tempered and poured into 
moulds with the desired shape. Tempering ensures a 
stable crystallization of the cocoa butter, therefore a 
glossy appearance to the finished product.

PACKAGING  Packaging is the last stage of the 
process before products are placed on the market and 
we make entirely by hand. This allows us to carry out 
final quality control, while adequate packaging helps 
the prolongation of the product’s conservation.

Mixing

Conching

Tempering

Molding

Packaging
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THE HEADQUARTER

We have decided to keep the factory in the city centre, upgrading a histor ic bui lding in 
Turin , with precise and targeted investments, aimed at renovating the existing building and 
remodelling it according to the needs of a production site, in perfect harmony with the neigh-
bourhood.

Barrier structures were installed to reduce the acoust ic  impact of the production plant on 
the neighbourhood.

Keeping the plant in the urban area has allowed us to faci l i tate the movements of  our 
employees , lowering the environmental impact. This happens by reducing the kilometres 
needed to come to work and then promoting other means: feet, bicycle, public transport or cars 
shared by several employees.

MEANS OF TRANSPORT USED TO REACH THE WORKPLACE

GOALS BY 2025:
OPERATE INCENTIVE POLICIES FOR EMPLOYEES TO REACH THE JOB 

WITH SUSTAINABLE MEANS

60% OF OUR EMPLOYEES GET

TO THE HQ WITH SUSTAINABLE 

TRANSPORTATION MEANS

OIL FREE
23%

PUBLIC
TRANSPORT

20%

CAR
40%

SHARED
CAR
17%
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We have always selected the best raw materials for the production of high-quality chocolate. 
Today the quality of a product is no longer determined exclusively from the taste buds, but also 
the living conditions of the people of the entire supply chain, from the packaging materials, from 
the management of the energy resources that have been used during its production and its 
transport.
The choice of our ingredients has always been the first step in the production of high-quality 
chocolate.

QUALITY CONTROL

Attention to quality has always been one of the most significant aspects of our work. For this 
reason, we regular ly analyse our raw mater ials  and f inished products .
Every year we carry out about 70 analyses with the support of external laboratories, and over 
200 within our laboratory. In this way, we ensure the quality of the products and raw materials, 
both from a food safety point of view, and verify the achievement of the quality standards that we 
have set ourselves.

OUR SUPPLY CHAIN
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COCOA

1 ICCO Quarterly Bulletin of Cocoa Statistics, Vol. XLVI, No.2, Cocoa year 2019/20

It is our main ingredient. In 2019 we purchased 0.001%1 of  the cocoa produced in 
the world . However small the effect of our choices on a global scale may seem, the impact 
surely remains significant for the families and people who produced that cocoa.

The difficult economic and social conditions of cocoa-producing countries are due to several 
factors: the presence of old plantations often vulnerable to pests and diseases; the decrease 
in soil fertility; the lack of access to adequate income for farmers; the lack of correct knowledge 
on the application of fertilizers and good agricultural and environmental management practices; 
increased competition from other more productive and profitable crops. Furthermore, behind 
the processing of cocoa, there is often the exploitation of workers, most likely minors, and the 
fluctuation of the price of cocoa creates a constant state of vulnerability for farmers.

For this reason, we strongly believe that the recognition of a fair price, the guarantee of the 
purchase of the harvest, the support to the productions that follow an agronomic disciplinary in 
respect of the environment and biodiversity and guarantee the absence of child labour and the 
respect of ethical and honourable conditions for all workers, is fundamental for the sustainability 
and quality of life of all.

We have decided to face a path in which the well-being of all the protagonists of the supply chain 
is in the first place and that is why since December 2019 we have been relying on a single cocoa 
supplier, which identifies itself in an ethical governance model aimed at sustainability.

This corporate strategy model brings positive feedback to all stakeholders involved: from the 
producers, who are guaranteed a fair living and working condition, to the consumers, who will 
have the opportunity to purchase chocolate that does not only taste good but also sustainable 
from an economic, environmental and social point of view.
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The values underlying our cocoa selection:

- QUALITY

The excel lent qual i ty  of cocoa, with a unique aromatic prof i le , of certified origin.

We are constantly looking for unique aromas that know how to surprise us and our customers; 
while trying to maintain long-term relationships with the communities where cocoa comes from, 
we are always looking for new origins and varieties.

- FAIR PRICE

The recognition of a fa ir  pr ice  to farmers is the essential basis for creating stable and long-
term partnerships  with communities. Through our brokers, we can guarantee an adequate 
price, higher than the one of the local market.

 A premium price for achieving quality and sustainability standards; this economic   
 recognition allows communities to invest in their future.

 The promotion of agriculture based on diversification, capable of producing a more stable
 

 Training and education to support farmers in agricultural practices and post-harvest   
 transformation processes.

 The guarantee of the purchase of the entire harvest and the advance payment of part of it.

and greater income for farmers.
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- CONSERVATION AND DEFENSE OF FORESTS

The large-scale expansion of cocoa cultivation has been one of the main causes of deforestation 
on a global scale. It is no longer possible to guarantee the future of the next generations regardless 
of sustainable forest  management .

Our cocoa comes exclusively from plantations that guarantee:

o Agriforest  cultivation: an agricultural system based on the diversification of crops that 
represents the ecological alternative to monoculture.

o Reforestation: through the restoration of natural resources to increase biodiversity.

o The absolute ban on cutting down the primary forest.

o Cultivation in harmony with the ecosystem of the territory.

o Alliance with local authorities for the protection of the indigenous natural heritage.

- DECENT WORKING CONDITIONS

o The International Labor Organization ILO (1) defines “child labour” as an activity that deprives 
minors of their childhood, their potential and their dignity, and which seriously damages their 
physical and mental development.

o In our supply chain, we can guarantee the total absence of  chi ld labour and slavery . 

o A necessary clarification: we recognize that in some countries children live on plantations with 
their families and participate in family work during their free time. In many of these countries, the 
support of children within the economy and family management is naturally part of the socio-
economic context. Furthermore, when participation does not interfere with school attendance 
and does not in any way represent exposure to possible risk, we recognize the value of this 
presence, as it guarantees the transmission of the experience of cocoa cultivation between 
generations. In light of these considerations, it is very difficult to guarantee the total absence of 
minors on the plantations. The substantial difference between the two modes of involvement in 
the work is constantly monitored by our partners who regularly visit the plantations.

1 International Labour Organisation http://www.ilo.org/
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This business strategy model brings positive feedback to all stakeholders: from the producer, 
who is guaranteed an adequate living and working condition, to the consumer, who will have 
the opportunity to purchase chocolate that tastes good, but also sustainable from the point of 
economic, environmental and social view.

OUR STEPS TOWARDS A 100% TRACEABLE COCOA:

% of  100% traceable cocoa purchased

GOALS BY 2025:
WE STRIVE TO PURCHASE COCOA BUTTER AND COCOA POWDERS, 

DIRECTLY FROM THE COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN, IN ORDER TO ENCOURAGE THE 
RECOGNITION OF ADDED VALUE TO THE PRODUCING COMMUNITIES.

20202019 2021

18% 52% 100%
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THE CHONTALPA PROJECT

Il Presidio del Cacao
della Chontalpa 

Gobino

The Mexican subtropical belt is home to the best qualities of cocoa. Just below the Tropic of 
Cancer, south of the Gulf of Mexico, in the state of Tabasco, whose name evokes a land with 
strong character, nature and millennia have worked to produce one of the best cocoa on the 
planet.
The Mexican Region we are talking about is Chontalpa, and it is one of the places where Criollo 
cocoa, the rarest and most valuable variety of cocoa in the world, originated. The cocoa beans 
begin here the long journey that will make them mature and dry before being transported 
overseas, where they will be processed to become top-quality chocolate.

In 2014, for the first time, we decided to import cocoa directly, without intermediaries. In 
collaboration with Slow Food, we have identified a Mexican plantation, protected by a Presidium 
of the Foundation for Biodiversity and we have decided to start a long-term collaboration with 
them, which is still ongoing.
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We purchase this extraordinary cocoa directly from local and small producers, ensuring 
the purchase of their entire production and offering a fair price. We directly support 
the activities of the plantation by anticipating a part of the payment, to allow farmers to 
improve their living and working conditions.

In Chontalpa, cocoa is grown and processed according to a production specification that 
the producers have drawn up with ATCO (Asesorìa Técnica en Cultivos Orgànicos) and 
Slow Food. In Italy, we transform it according to our canons of craftsmanship. The final 
product is the first chocolate with the Slow Food Presidium trademark, a good, clean and 
fair chocolate.
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HAZELNUTS

Hazelnut is for us the second ingredient in order of importance: over 70% of our products contain 
hazelnuts, as in the best tradition of Turin chocolate. We only use the Tonda Genti le Tr i lobata 
Hazelnut , universally acknowledged as the best in the world and produced exclusively on the 
hills of the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato, according to the strict guidelines of the consortium for 
Protected Geographical Indication.
Since 1997 we have been buying al l  the hazelnuts direct ly  from some producers 
based in the Langhe with whom we have collaborated for more than twenty years. This alliance 
is profitable for both parties: they are guaranteed to sell the entire production at a fair price and 
we are confident to have the best raw material. We believe that this is the best economic model: 
alliance, instead of competition, in search of the best synergies in respect of the territory, from an 
environmental , but also economic , social  point of view.
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Gianduja chocolate perfectly demonstrates how a winning idea that starts from the territory, will 
bring benefits back to the region itself in terms of wealth, notoriety, virtuous economies of scale.
In support of the continuous quest for quality and excellence, we paid particular attention to the 
new denomination “Langhe”, recently introduced to support the excellence of an even smaller 
territory.
We use the support of an external sheller who holds the hazelnut shells and re-uses them as fuel 
for heating.
All further transformations take place in our laboratory: roasting, with times and temperatures 
calibrated according to the destination recipe, refining into paste or grain for the production of 
chocolate and the extraction of the precious hazelnut oil, the only vegetable fat, together with 
cocoa butter, used to make our creams spreadable.
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MILK

In our production we only use milk from farms in the Piedmontese Alpine chain , thanks 
to an important partnership started with Latterie In which guarantees us quality whole milk, coming 
from the provinces of Turin, Asti and Cuneo. 
This allows us to use an excellent ingredient of our territory, contributing to the development of 
more sustainable farming practices. 
Inalpi, just like us, is focused and involved in the issues of environmental  and social 
sustainabi l i ty . It guarantees that more than 50% of suppliers use efficient irrigation systems to 
combat water waste and soil erosion and use renewable energy.
In the breeding farms, they guarantee a very high level of animal welfare, as well as great attention 
to maintaining biodiversity, boasting the presence of 9 different breeds of cows, including some 
less widespread.
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SUGAR

Since 2018 we have been purchasing exclusively sugar from beets sown, harvested 
and processed in I ta ly . The partnership with ItaliaZuccheri guarantees us the purchase 
of completely Italian raw materials, processed in compliance with the territory of agricultural 
practices and farmers. With this choice, we promote and support an important tradition of our 
territory, the Italian agricultural chain.
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OTHER RAW MATERIALS

ALMONDS  We consume a remarkable quantity of almonds for the production of pralines and 
bars, which we have always purchased directly from Sicilian farmers. The choice of an I ta l ian 
product  allows us to enhance and benefit from the national product over the widespread 
imported varieties, often more economically competitive. In this way, we support the Italian quality 
agricultural supply chain.

CITRUS FRUITS All the citrus fruits we acquire arrive from Sicily and are processed and 
candied for us by our friend and craftsman Corrado Assenza from Noto). For this ingredient, we 
have chosen in respect of  the terr i tory  and the local artisan tradition, just as we do for all 
our raw materials.

PISTACHIOS Exclusively from Sici ly , we buy directly from farmers, contributing to the 
agricultural enhancement of national products and benefitting from a high-quality product.

Every time we purchase raw materials, our goal is to research, choose and purchase excellent 
products, preferably local, in order to promote the grand I ta l ian gastronomic heri tage  and 
enhance craftsmanship .

GOALS BY 2025:
ALL RAW MATERIALS FROM THE 100% TRACEABLE SUPPLY CHAIN   AND 

OF PROXIMITY
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MATERIALS AND PACKAGING

Packaging materials primarily represent a barrier that allows us to protect  our products  and 
extend their shelf-life leading to reduced food waste. Once these requirements are satisfied, 
we have always been looking for new materials  that meet the needs of environmental 
sustainability, to ensure proper management, even at the end of the product’s life.

THE ENVIRONMENT
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Some of our packages are still obtained from plastic. We have managed, over the years, to ensure 
that all our plastic packaging is 100% recyclable, but we are relentlessly looking for alternative, 
more sustainable or regenerated materials.

Confronting the years 2019 and 2020, it is clear how consumption has been reduced by gradually 
replacing plastic packaging with other non-plastic or regenerated PET-based materials. By way 
of example, the replacement of a PVC box with one made of paper and cardboard helped us to 
save 256kg of plastic.

The installation of two water dispensers led us to save over 10,000 PET bottles, for a saving of 
almost 500kg of plastic. The rest of the materials still in PET are entirely produced starting from 
regenerated material, obtained from recycling.

Overal l ,  in 2020 we see a reduct ion of  870 kg of  plast ic
(36% less)  compared to 2019

PLASTIC
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CONSUMPTION OF PLASTIC MATERIALS

2021 GOALS:

-  THE SUBSTITUTION OF ADHESIVE TAPE WITH COMPOSTABLE MATERIAL.
 -  REPLACEMENT OF POLYPROPYLENE BAGS WITH COMPOSTABLE 

ALTERNATIVE.

% of al ternat ive mater ials  purchased instead of  plast ic

20202019 2025

0% 35% 50%

3000

2250

1500

750

0

KG

PET            OTHER PLASTICS           PPL    

2019 2020

848
361

555

1.017 555

634
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Paper is the most used packaging material. 100% of the virgin paper and cardboard used are 
FSC cert i f ied  and therefore come from responsibly managed forests.

All the paper converting material is entirely recyclable . We have always limited the use of 
packaging, using reusable and washable boxes for storing the product for internal use.

As early as 2019, we have replaced reams of office printing paper with 100% recycled paper. From 
this simple change, we have saved

PAPER

OUR GOALS IN TERMS OF PAPER CONSUMPTION:
REPLACING FSC PAPER WITH RECYCLED PAPER

% of recycled paper purchased instead of FSC paper

20202019 2025

0,3% 2% 50%

TOTAL CONSUMPTION OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD:
2019:  30 ton
2020: 21 ton
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Aluminium is a material that has always been used for wrapping chocolate and is

100% recyclable.
In the future we will hardly be able to ignore its use; the wrapping function of chocolate performed 
by this material allows us to prolong its life, as well as to protect it from deterioration, reducing 
potential food waste. In the future, we are committed to incentivizing consumers to separate the 
small closing seal, for greater efficiency in the recycling phase.

ALUMINIUM

OUR OBJECTIVES IN TERMS OF ALUMINUM CONSUMPTION:
WE WILL MAKE MORE CLARIFY THE INDICATIONS ABOUT THE DISPOSAL 

OF ALUMINUM, TO ENCOURAGE ITS RECYCLING.
20202019 2025

2 ton 1,7 ton 100%
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OVERALL CONSUMPTION IN 2019
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CONSUMPTION

To develop energy sustainability, we pay maximum attention to the aspects concerning the 
efficiency of energy consumption.

In fact, in recent years, the plant’s energy and water consumption have been drastically reduced 
thanks to solar panels and a heat recovery system.

OUR ENERGY

REDUCTION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION

- Drafting and commitment in the implementation of an Energy 
and Environmental Policy;

- Establishment of the Energy Management System for the 
correct use of energy sources;

QUEST FOR INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS

MULTI SOURCE ACCUMULATION SYSTEM which obtains the 
surplus heat produced by:
- solar thermal;
- steam boiler;
- gas boiler;
- condensation of refrigeration systems;

REDUCTION OF WATER CONSUMPTION

- Creation of a closed refrigeration circuit for the recovery of the 
water used in the cooling of machinery;

- The water recovered and cooled again is put back into 
circulation without drawing on new drinking water;
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ENERGY PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

- Replacement of compressors with more efficient alternatives;

- Intervention with cosf reducers;

- Installation of a steam accumulator;

MONITORING OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION

- installation of a system for monitoring consumption;

- we use the support of an external consultant to monitor and 
improve our efficiency in terms of energy consumption;

RENEWABLE SOURCES

- 100% electricity from renewable sources; 
- Installation of solar panels;

EDUCATION

- awareness campaign aimed at reducing electricity 
consumption in offices and production;
- involvement of all employees for greater awareness;

GOALS 2025

- CALCULATION OF THE TOTAL EMISSIONS AND ENERGY CONSUMPTIONS IN 
ORDER TO IMPLEMENT AN EMISSION COMPENSATION POLICY;

-  WE PROPOSE TO IDENTIFY A PARTNER TO HELP US IN THE PLANTING OF 
HAZELNUT AND COCOA TREES TO COMPENSATE OUR CO² EMISSIONS;
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THE PRODUCTION PLANT

The second floor of the building was built with materials that allow an important and continuous 
distr ibut ion of  sunl ight : the large windows and the zenithal lighting points allow us to 
reduce artificial lighting as much as possible.

LED l ight ing  was installed in all departments to lower consumption and reduce the waste of 
electricity.

All the motors installed outside the building were shielded by soundproofing barriers to limit 
noise pollution resulting from their operation.

In conclusion, we can proudly state that over the years, there have been several initiatives aimed 
at enhancing and re-functionalizing this historic building located in the city centre.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

The waste associated with the production of chocolate is fairly limited. Products rejected for 
purely aesthetic defects can be melted and cast again in the mould. Exceptions are discards 
due to any non-suitability regarding food safety, which represent a borderline case and of little 
significance in quantitative terms.

To f ight food waste , products that are poorly wrapped or we cannot melt again, are sold 
packaged and sold as second-choice imperfects.

Additionally, in 2020, we have started a collaboration with TooGoodToGo that has allowed us to 
save …kg of chocolate that would have been otherwise wasted. 

In terms of quantity, the most important waste of production is represented by the peels of the 
cocoa beans and the cuticles of the hazelnuts. At the moment they are collected and used by an 
external farm, which reuses them in agriculture.

Following the 3-R (reduce,  reuse,  recycle ) principle, in collaboration with us, four students 
of the Polytechnic of Turin have started a research to give a second life for the cuticles of cocoa 
beans and hazelnuts, waste material for us, giving life to Bùgia. 
(http://bugia.000webhostapp.com/index.html)

Hence the idea of creating a 100% biobased and biodegradable bioplastic, capable of replacing 
disposable cups and spoons for the confectionery market, produced with our waste materials. 
In this way, a plastic derived from our own waste was obtained allowing us, thanks to a systemic 
vision, not to generate waste and bring back to the earth the intrinsic properties of the cuticles 
of hazelnuts and cocoa beans.

GOAL 2021/22:
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW SOLUTIONS FOR THE USE

OF COCOA AND HAZELNUT WASTE
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PEOPLE
EMPLOYEES

Inclusion, diversification and equal opportunities have always been part of the ethics and the 
values that distinguish our company.

Within our company, we always try to give great importance to the value of each employee’s 
work.

Thanks to this model, we have achieved excellent results: a majority of female workers, no pay 
dif ferences by gender  and a very low turnover rate.

We are future-oriented and ready to give confidence to young people, supporting them with our 
experienced employees with multiple years of career to create a synergy between young forces 
and gained experience. This strategy allows us to train and promote work for new generations.

Our social  sustainabil i ty data:

100%  return to work rate after  parental  leave;

70%  of  female employees;

30%  of  under 35;

We col laborate with the Universi ty of  Turin,  host ing 
training internships for  students from the Department 
of  Agricultural ,  Forestry and Environmental  Sciences.

No gender pay gap.
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FORMATION

The same attention that we employ in protecting and respecting the work for our employees 
has always been addressed also towards our customers. Every day through our 6 Botteghe 
we convey an excellent product in line with our history and our idea of chocolate. We combine 
professionalism with the quality of the product, to guarantee a punctual and versatile service 
in line with the needs of customers, who are constantly evolving. We have always believed in 
constant training and learning as a form of improvement. 
For this reason, we have invested and created various training opportunities aimed not only at 
our collaborators but also at the external public:

- GUIDED TOURS

The doors of our laboratories have always been open to the public; through guided tours, we offer 
the opportunity to cross the different production departments, led by our trained staff, to show and 
disseminate the skilful artisan art with which we transform raw cocoa beans into our chocolates. 
Over the years we have hosted the most varied public, from tourists to university students, from 
journalists to families. The visit is concluded with a short tasting of our specialities, in which we 
suggest a chocolate tasting method to identify quality chocolate. All our new employees have at 
least one guided tour to better appreciate our reality.
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- COURSES FOR CHOCOLATE TASTERS

In collaboration with the Taster Study Center of Brescia and another important chocolate 
company, we founded the International Chocolier Institute, intending to spread the culture of 
quality chocolate and the skills for its tasting and appreciation. In addition to hosting courses for 
the public at our headquarters, we have extended the teaching experience to our collaborators, 
encouraging their participation in courses; some of them, continuing along the path, have now 
become trainers.

- DIGITIZATION

In recent years we have invested significantly in the implementation of operating systems to 
increase the digitization of administrative and management processes. In addition to improving 
flows and data management, thus improving the work of our employees, this process has led to 
the elimination of a large part of documents that were previously in paper form.

GIANDUJA
AROMATIC PROFILE

In this case, the evaluation range goes from 0 (zero) to 9.
0 = intensity not perceived;
9 = intensity perceived as maximum;

IN CONCLUSION WE CAN DETAIL SOME EVALUATIONS IN THE TASTING NOTES AND 
NOTE CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO THE INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS.

TASTING NOTES
The characteristic soft consistency is due to the high presence of Hazelnut Tonda Gentile 
delle Langhe which we buy directly from the producers and toast in our laboratory. The 
initial note of hazelnut is followed by that of cocoa and a vanilla finish. Whole milk from 
farms in the Piedmontese Alps gives a characteristic note of fresh milk.

SWEET

ACIDICSPICY

BITTERROASTED

COCOA ASTRINGENT

CARAMEL FLOWER

CEREALS FRESH FRUITS

VANILLA NUTS

MILK
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SOCIAL

Always committed in the area, we believe in supporting solidarity and virtuous realities, which 
operate at a social level for the integration, support and dissemination of culture and research 
such as:

UNIVERSITY OF TURIN

Department of Agricultural, Forestry and Food Sciences.
We host training internships for the Degree Course in Food 
Technology and we boast several collaborations in the field of 
scientific studies and research.
Department of Drug Science and Technology.
We have several collaborations in the field of scientific studies 
and research aimed at the publication of two scientific articles.

SLOW FOOD FOUNDATION
FOR THE PROTECTION OF BIODIVERSITY
  
Created in 2003 and active in over 100 countries, the Slow 
Food Foundation for Biodiversity Onlus coordinates and 
promotes Slow Food projects to protect food biodiversity 
around the world: Presidia, Arca del Gusto, vegetable 
gardens in Africa, Slow Food Alliance of cooks and Earth 
Markets.

With its projects, it involves thousands of small producers, 
guaranteeing them technical assistance, training and 
communication. It also prepares the technical tools of 
the various projects (guidelines, disciplinary, manuals ...), 
explores the issues related to these projects (sustainable 
agriculture, raw milk, small-scale fishing, animal welfare, 
seeds, GMOs, etc.), disseminates topics and activities 
related to biodiversity at the association through training 
and communication activities.

The projects of the Slow Food Foundation are tools to 
promote an agriculture model based on local biodiversity, 
respect for the territory and local culture. An agriculture 
in balance with the environment that has food sovereignty 
and access for all communities to good, clean and fair 
food as its main objectives.

www.fondazioneslowfood.it



INSTITUTE CANDIOLO IRCCS
The Piedmontese Foundation for Cancer Research Onlus 
was established in 1986 to offer a significant contribution to 
the defeat of cancer through the construction in Piedmont 
of a cancer centre, the Candiolo Institute (Turin), capable 
of combining scientific research with clinical practice and 
to make the best human and technological resources 
available to cancer patients. The Piedmontese Foundation 
for Cancer Research is responsible for finding economic 
resources through fundraising activities and organizes all 
the initiatives and events necessary to achieve this goal. 
The Candiolo Institute is the only Italian cancer research 
and treatment centre created exclusively through the 
support of over 300,000 private donors who, thanks to their 
generosity, have made it a hub of international importance.
www.fprconlus.it 

CASA OZ
CasaOz is a place of welcome for children living with illness 
or disability and for their families. It is a house where each 
of them finds a “daily life that cares”, made up of sharing, 
playful-creative activities, study and much more. Founded 
in 2007, CasaOz has helped more than 2,300 people from 
over 40 countries around the world.
www.casaoz.org

MAGAZZINI OZ
MagazziniOz is a CasaOz project, situated in the centre of 
Turin you can find good food, an emporium with a refined 
selection of products. Since its inception, MagazziniOz has 
been committed to training and integrating people who 
start from a disadvantaged situation. Projects are currently 
active for people with disabilities and for migrant people 
who are holders of international protection. Thanks to these 
projects, the MagazziniOz staff is composed of about 50% 
of people who come from a disadvantaged condition and 
many volunteers.
www.magazzinioz.it 

ARSENALE DELLA PACE SERMIG DI TORINO
Sermig (Youth Missionary Service) was born in Turin in 1964 
from an intuition of Ernesto Olivero and his wife Maria with 
the dream of eliminating hunger in the world and fighting 
against social injustices. Since 1983 it has been based in 
the old military arsenal of Turin. The free help of thousands 
of people has transformed it into an Arsenal of Peace: a 
refuge for many who want to change their lives, a place of 
solidarity, a meeting place for young people, of culture and 
training, and a welcoming place for hundreds of people in 
difficulty. www.sermig.org
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SDG INDEX

We have achieved 
gender equality and no 
gender pay gap.

Support and 
development, direct and 
indirect, to the 
communities that 
produce cocoa and our 
main raw materials.

Careful management of 
energy resources to 
reduce consumption.

Constant renovation of 
our production site and 
enhancement of a 
historic building in the 
city centre.

Adoption of sustainable 
practices in the 
production of our 
chocolate and 
commitment to set 
future goals.

Choice of local and 
Italian raw materials, to 
produce economic 
value within the Country 
by supporting other 
artisanal realities.

We fight deforestation 
by supporting 
cocoa-producing 
cooperatives that grow 
in agriforest.


